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low carbon energy research
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Data for low carbon energy transition
The EERAdata project
Status: Data, databases, metadata
To do: Advancing metadata

Data for the low carbon energy transition

High resolution
weather information
is needed. On-side
conditions matter.

Digital reporting &
compliance is starting.

New actors
invest in the
energy market.

Consumers
are metered.
Digital twins
are designed
and used.

Buildings get
energy passports.

Equipment is
monitored.

Source of photos: see Appendix

Data for the low carbon energy transition
● Energy systems is a highly
complex system of machines
and humans.
● Due to the many different
components, very
heterogeneous data are
exchanged.
● Low carbon energy demands
and liberalization increase
number of actors and
complexity of technologies and
interactions.

Towards FAIR and open low carbon energy data
● Horizon 2020 project, 03/2020-02/2023, https://www.eeradata.eu/
● Develop a joint understanding of how to approach FAIR/O energy data,
● Provide best-practices and recommendations on FAIR/O practices, connecting to EOSC and other initiatives,
● Suggest a draft for metadata for the energy domain, building on and linking with existing work in the field,
● Conduct a series of community workshops to advance 4 use cases
● Build a community for FAIR and open energy data
● Build a FAIR and open energy data hub (federated database)
EERAdata use cases: 1) Building efficiency, 2) Power transmission and & distribution networks, 3) Materials for low carbon energy,
4) Energy efficiency and low carbon energy policies

Community workshops building on HLEG 2018
First Year
Define
Concepts

Second Year
Implement
Ecosystem, culture, skills

Third Year
Embed & Sustain
Incentives

Workshop I

Workshop III

Workshop V

FAIR & Open Energy Data
June 2020. Community building.

FAIRification put into practice
Characterization of data and
development of workflows.

Sustainable models
From licensing to business m.

Workshop II
Metadata concept
30.11.-7.12. 2020.

Workshop IV
Supporting technologies
Fair & open energy data
infrastructure.

Workshop VI
New trends in open science &
steps beyond EERAdata

HLEG 2018 recommendations. https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/turning_fair_into_reality_1.pdf

Community workshop II - FAIR & open metadata
● 3 elements: Prep workshop, Online hackathon to write a metadata community paper, Use case workshops
Preparatory workshop (05.11.2020: 10-12)
● Lecture input & discussion: Advancing metadata standards for low carbon energy research
● Briefing for EERAdata paper writing workshop (Who? How? When? What?)
Hackathon “Metadata community paper” (Monday, 30/11/2020 and Monday, 7/12/2020, 10-16)
● Participants are co-authors
● DAY 1: Builds on read & watch aheads from preparatory workshop. Starts with a discussion of the proposed structure of
the community paper (1st draft). Continues with writing teams organized in break out groups. Ends with a reporting
back from writing teams.
● FINAL DAY: Starts with an input from use cases, continues with writing teams in break out groups. Ends with a
presentation and discussion of work/open issues.
● Output: Reviewed and extended draft, to be finalized by the group by end of December.
Use case workshops. Spread across Tuesday-Friday, 1/12/2020-4/12/2020.
Discuss metadata from use case perspective. Collaboration across use cases. Spefic dates on website.
●
●
●
●

Building efficiency:
Power transmission and & distribution networks:
Materials for low carbon energy:
Energy efficiency and low carbon energy policies:

Community workshop II - FAIR & open metadata
● 3 elements: Prep workshop, Online hackathon to write a metadata community paper, Use case workshops
Preparatory workshop (05.11.2020: 10-12)
You are cordially invited to join!
● Lecture input & discussion: Advancing metadata standards for low carbon energy research
● Briefing for EERAdata paper writing workshop (Who? How? When? What?)
Hackathon “Metadata community paper” (Monday, 30/11/2020 and Monday, 7/12/2020, 10-16)
● Participants are co-authors
● DAY 1: Builds on read & watch aheads from preparatory workshop. Starts with a discussion of the proposed structure of the
community paper (1st draft). Continues with writing teams organized in break out groups. Ends with a reporting back from
writing teams.
● FINAL DAY: Starts with an input from use cases, continues with writing teams in break out groups. Ends with a presentation
and discussion of work/open issues.
● Output: Reviewed and extended draft, to be finalized by the group by end of December.
Use case workshops. Spread across Tuesday-Friday, 1/12/2020-4/12/2020.
Discuss metadata from use case perspective. Collaboration across use cases. Specific dates on website.
●
●
●
●

Building efficiency:
Power transmission and & distribution networks:
Materials for low carbon energy:
Energy efficiency and low carbon energy policies:

Databases for low carbon energy and metadata
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/pvgis

PV data system - an example of a research workflow

PVGIS data output: example for information in csv file

Input section

Output
section

Variable
description

PVGIS data output: example for information in json-ld file

Data

Metadata

PVGIS metadata - pros and cons
Pros:
●
●
●
●
●

contains all relevant scientific context
uses json-ld as format
contains description on variables and units
contains human description on variables
...

Cons:
●
●
●
●
●

Variable names are not linked to a unique standards
Units are not linked to unique standards
No links to input databases
Some administrative metadata is missing and could be implemented using Dublin core
...

Asking the practitioners: Questionnaire on metadata etc.

taken from:
COST ACTION PEARL PV: CA16235, Working Group 1, Task 1.1, Authors: Basant Raj Paudyal, Anne Gerd Imenes (University of Agder)

Multidisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity in energy science
Global energy assessment, index on non-engineering solar energy issues:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

case study
economics
installed capacity
market developments
occupational health
potential
sustainability
technology roadmap
transitions management
buildings
forecasting
health risks
historical trends
innovation policies

However:
Not every detail is needed in
interdisciplinary studies.
Therefore, clean modularity
of concepts & variables are
needed.

See: https://iiasa.ac.at/web/home/research/Flagship-Projects/Global-Energy-Assessment/Home-GEA.en.html

Metadata - The babylonian confusion of tongues

Pieter Bruegel the Elder - The Tower of Babel. Source: Wikimedia Commons

Towards common understanding of concepts in energy science
Existing taxonomies/ontologies in energy science
● PV-TONS ontology (literature, Oxford solar house)
● IRPWind taxonomy (scientific literature, expert elicitation)
● SEMANCO - Semantic tools for Carbon Reduction in Urban Planning
(standards, use cases, activity descriptions)
● energy accounting of statistical offices (e.g. Eurostat)
● Energistics: Energy Industry Profile of ISO 19115-1:2014
● Open Energy Ontology (community initiative)
● ...

However:
Many unrelated ontologies
and islands of codified
knowledge.
Alignment and linking is
needed.
Support for navigation &
visualization required.

Other options for (semi-)automatized sourcing of ontologies
● Textbooks and exam questions
● Wikipedia articles
● Models and simulation activities on aspects of the energy system

Bringing things together?

Convergence to a common metadata model
vs.
Interoperation among many metadata models

taken from: RDA Metadata Principles and their Use

Conclusions
● Need of data governance and data harmonization in the energy sector: Unleash synergies to
support the transition to a low carbon energy system
● FAIR principles seen as important design principles
● Cooperation on data only possible if rich metadata are provided (and metadata are updated
along the scientific workflow).
● Competing interest by various research interests:
○ very detailed information needed by specialist
○ only aggregated information needed by interdisciplinary projects
● Many ontologies already existing, of various detail, typical unlinked and with
non-standardized terms/vocabulary
● The energy system may serve as a overarching concept to align and match ontologies
● Standardization may be fostered by metadata suggestion cards similar to suggested
keywords, e.g. in the upload process
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